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Across
3. This was a political and social moment to 

unite black Africans

7. Remains of ancient humans

10. European's thought that their culture was 

superior to that of Africans

14. African traded gold for Arabs salt

19. A deadly disease that attacks the immune 

system

20. This land is fit for farming

23. Farmers from many European countries

26. A deadly disease spread by mosquito

28. Is a policy by which one country seeks to 

rule other areas

30. what is the biggest island country in Africa

31. An attempt to eliminate a large group, 

usually an ethnic group

33. what is the northern most country in Africa

34. Is a semiarid fairly dry area of land

35. A political party that worked for black civil 

rights

36. This is the most famous part of savanna

37. Is the body of public works

39. how many countries does the continent of 

Africa have

40. giving small loans, usually less than $200

Down
1. African musician storytellers

2. what is the capital of Rwanda

4. that decided to use force to end British rule 

in Kenya more quickly

5. what is the southern most country of 

Africa?

6. A fly that spreads a parasite known to 

causing a sleeping sickness

8. Many insects carry this

9. people who move from place to place

11. Groups that operate with private funding

12. From which region does coffee mainly 

come from

13. This is long, usually flat area of land

15. where is Victoria falls located

16. a place in the desert where water is found

17. This is the loss of forest cover

18. The voyage across the Atlantic

21. Came to power when his father was 

assassinated

22. A kind of tourism in which people learn 

about conservation

24. who is the current president of Uganda

25. A landscape of flat grasslands with 

scattered trees

27. A bantu language

29. This is a flat bed formed on the seabed

32. native to the region

38. what country is the great pyramids located 

in


